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ABSTRACT

1.

Cyber Physical Systems (CPS) oﬀer new ways for people
to interact with computing systems: every thing now integrates computing power that can be leveraged to provide
safety, assistance, guidance or simply comfort to users. CPS
are long living and pervasive systems that intensively rely on
microcontrollers and low power CPUs, integrated into buildings (e.g. automation to improve comfort and energy optimization) or cars (e.g. advanced safety features involving
car-to-car communication to avoid collisions). CPS operate
in volatile environments where nodes should cooperate in
opportunistic ways and dynamically adapt to their context.
This paper presents µ-Kevoree, the projection of Kevoree (a
component model based on models@runtime) to microcontrollers. µ-Kevoree pushes dynamicity and elasticity concerns directly into resource-constrained devices. Its evaluation regarding key criteria in the embedded domain (memory usage, reliability and performance) shows that, despite
a contained overhead, µ-Kevoree provides the advantages of
a dynamically reconﬁgurable component-based model (safe,
ﬁne-grained, and eﬃcient reconﬁguration) compared to traditional techniques for dynamic ﬁrmware upgrades.

Over the last decades, the Internet has undergone dramatic changes, moving from a rather static Internet of Content, to an always more complex, dynamic and ubiquitous
mix of Internet of People, Services (IoS), and Things (IoT) [1].
Based on this infrastructure, which ranges from large datacenters and cloud servers to an heterogeneous and ever growing set of things (smartphones, sensors, etc) operated by
resource-constrained CPUs and microcontrollers, Cyber Physical Systems (CPS) have emerged. CPS are long living and
pervasive systems that rely intensively on microcontrollers
and low power CPUs, integrated into buildings and cities
(automation to improve comfort, safety and energy optimization), cars (advanced safety features involving car-tocar communication to avoid collisions), and so on.
CPS operate in volatile environments where nodes should
cooperate in opportunistic ways and dynamically adapt to
their context. In a car-2-car scenario, 2 cars (or more) approaching the same intersection should be able to synchronize in a reasonably short delay to share information about
their own context and conﬁguration, then take distributed
decisions e.g. on the precedence order to cross the intersection. In a building automation scenario, users working
or living in the building should be able to customize their
working or living environment according to their desires and
needs, e.g. using their smartphones or tablets to adjust the
intensity of the lights according to the ambient light, etc.
In a factory chain scenario, robots operating on the chain
should be able to adapt and cope with failures, instead of
shutting down all the chain when a failure is detected. Depending on the context, it is necessary to dynamically adapt
both the software and the way the CPS are conﬁgured, as
things are containers that can host services.
Dynamic adaptation, pursuing IBM’s vision of autonomic
computing, is a very active area since the late 1990’s - early
2000’s [20]. However, many existing techniques concentrate
on the adaptation of rather powerful nodes, which are typically able to run a Java Virtual Machine. Adaptation of
resource-constrained devices such as microcontrollers has received less attention. These resource constraints prevent the
use of standard operating systems, middlewares and frameworks, making the design of adaptive software for microcontroller a challenging task. In practice, microcontroller code
is most of the time developed by using low-level programming languages and by following ad-hoc manual trial and
error processes; these processes includes extensive testing of
the resulting software in its target environment. While this
might be acceptable to build static, dedicated applications,
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INTRODUCTION

2.2 Dynamic Adaptation with Kevoree

this is not a practical solution for CPS, because CPS operate in an open and dynamic environment, where the target
environment cannot be foreseen at design-time.
Kevoree leverages and extends state-of-the-art approaches
to scale CBSE principles horizontally (distribution between
a large set of nodes) and vertically (from cloud-based nodes
to microcontrollers). This paper focuses on µ-Kevoree, a
mapping of Kevoree concepts for microcontrollers. µ-Kevoree
pushes dynamicity and elasticity concerns directly into resource-constrained devices. In particular, this paper details the
challenges of mapping such a large component model onto
microcontroller-based architectures. We explain the tradeoﬀs that were used to obtain a useful solution coping with
stringent resource constraints. This dynamic component
model for resource-constrained systems has been thoroughly
benchmarked against key criteria that are speciﬁc to the embedded software domain (memory usage, reliability and performance). Our model has also been applied to a real-life
case study. The evaluation of µ-Kevoree for these key criteria show that, despite a contained overhead, µ-Kevoree provides a dynamically reconﬁgurable component-based model
(safe, ﬁne-grained, and eﬃcient reconﬁguration) with a limited overhead with respect to static approaches.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
Kevoree component model and Section 3 details the challenges of mapping dynamic component model concepts to
resource-constrained microcontrollers. Section 4 then explains how we ported Kevoree to these challenging platforms, and details the necessary tradeoﬀs. This new version
of Kevoree is validated in Section 5 through a set of atomic
benchmarks. Section 6 discusses the result and presents related work and Section 7 concludes and draw some perspectives to be addressed in future work.

2.
2.1

Kevoree aims at providing advanced adaptation capabilities to diﬀerent types of nodes:
• Level 1: Parametric adaptation. Dynamic update
of parameter values, e.g. change of sampling rate in a
component that wraps a physical sensor (adaptation
of instance properties).
• Level 2: Architectural adaptation. Dynamic addition or removal of bindings or components, e.g. replication of software components and channels on diﬀerent nodes to perform load balancing (adaptation of
instances graph).
• Level 3: Dynamic provisioning of types. Hot deployment of component types that were not foreseen
before the initial deployment of the system. This allows for system evolution by enabling parametric and
architectural reconﬁgurations, including management
of instances for types that are added and managed dynamically (adaptation of types).
• Level 4: Adaptation for remote management.
Nodes supporting level 4 adaptation participate in a
remote management layer, which supervises less powerful nodes. This layer monitors remote nodes by requesting their current Kevoree model; the layer triggers dynamic adaptation of nodes by sending precomputed reconﬁguration scripts to them. This remote
adaptation process supports seamless management of
less powerful nodes by a more powerful one, which has
enough resources to build and evaluate new and appropriate conﬁgurations.
The adaptation engine relies on a model comparison between two Kevoree models to compute a script for a safe
system reconﬁguration; execution of this script brings the
system from its current conﬁguration to the new selected
conﬁguration [23]. Model comparison yields a delta-model
deﬁning changes (using CRUD operations) that should be
applied on the source model to obtain the target model.
Planiﬁcation algorithms [4] use this delta-model as input
in order to deﬁned an eﬃcient schedule of the adaptation
steps. The delta-model is ﬁnally compiled into a Kevoree
script. The Kevoree Script language (KevScript for short)
is a core language for describing reconﬁguration. KevScript
is comparable to FScript for Fractal Component Model [11].
Execution of a KevScript directly adapts a Kevoree system,
without the need for a full Kevoree model deﬁnition. Such
adaptation scripts are written by designers, or they can be
generated by automated processes (e.g. within a control
loop managing the Kevoree system).

BACKGROUND
Kevoree at a glance

Kevoree 1 is an open-source dynamic component model,
which relies on models at runtime [6] to properly support the
dynamic adaptation of distributed systems. Models@runtime
basically pushes the idea of reﬂection [23] one step further by
considering the reﬂection layer as a real model that can be
uncoupled from the running architecture (e.g. for reasoning,
validation, and simulation purposes) and later automatically
resynchronized with its running instance.
Kevoree has been inﬂuenced by previous work that we
carried out in the DiVA project [23]. With Kevoree we
push our vision of models@runtime [22] farther. In particular, Kevoree provides a proper support for distributed models@runtime. To this aim we introduce the Node concept to
model the infrastructure topology and the Group concept to
model semantics of inter node communication during synchronization of the reﬂection model among nodes. Kevoree
includes a Channel concept to allow for multiple communication semantics between remoteComponents deployed on
heterogeneous nodes. All Kevoree concepts (Component,
Channel, Node, Group) obey the object type design pattern [18] to separate deployment artifacts from running artifacts. Kevoree supports multiple kinds of execution node
technology (e.g. Java, Android, MiniCloud, FreeBSD, Arduino, . . . 1 ).
1

3.

MAPPING KEVOREE ADAPTATION
CONCEPTS ON MICROCONTROLLERS

3.1 Challenges
Dynamic adaptation is a key concept to build advanced
CPS able to adapt to their context and to user needs. Models at runtime is an eﬃcient approach to manage the complexity of dynamic adaptation [23] by providing control and
abstraction over reﬂection mechanisms. Applying reﬂection
techniques is rather straightforward on fully grown component or service models such as OSGi, or directly on top of
modern object-oriented languages such as Java, as long as

http://www.kevoree.org
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excluding the need for any radiator. They can thus
run for very long time on battery.
3. Their simpliﬁed architecture allows for mass production, making microcontrollers very cheap to deploy
even in large numbers.

the execution hardware is powerful enough to run a virtual
machine. The embedded software sensing and acting on the
physical world (via hardware components) should be able
to adapt to the needs of diﬀerent (and potentially concurrent) services running on powerful nodes (in the cloud, on
tablets, etc). Some services will for example subscribe to
temperature alerts (the sensors being responsible to notify
the service when a threshold has been reached), and then
reconﬁgure the sensors to send almost continuous data, so
that the service can precisely monitor the evolution of the
temperature.
Applying models at runtime (or any dynamic adaptation
technique) on execution nodes with scarce resources (e.g.
microcontroller-based computation nodes) is much more difﬁcult, for the following reasons:

Compared to full-ﬂedged computation nodes, cheap microcontrollers suﬀer from an adaptation overhead that stems
from their hardware technology in terms of adaptation time
or memory wear: dynamic provisioning of component types
requires writing a program in ﬂash memory. Therefore, implementing Kevoree concepts for microcontrollers nodes relies on a precise trade-oﬀ between ﬂexibility and typical exploitation costs. Finding a lightweight solution for each of
reconﬁguration level described above is one of the main challenges of µ-kevoree.

1. Downtime: Microcontrollers often host the software
that controls physical devices directly. Rebooting or
freezing these microcontrollers may have severe consequences if the microcontrollers control safety critical
devices, or unpleasant and noticeable eﬀects if they
control comfort devices.
2. Volatile memory usage (RAM): Dynamic memory
allocation is the cornerstone that enables dynamic adaptation. Microcontrollers usually embed only of few
kB of RAM, and this size limitations prohibits storing
multiple conﬁgurations in memory at the same time.
3. Persistent memory usage: Persistent memory is
required to ensure that the adaptation process has
transaction-like properties, allowing recovery of microcontroller’s state in case of a reboot after failure. EEPROM is a common type of persistent memory embedded into microcontrollers, usually with a very limited
size. This type of memory also has a limited lifetime
in term of numbers of writing operations. Similar to
Solid State Disk [2], writes to EEPROM should be distributed among memory cells to optimize the lifetime
of the overall memory.
4. Recovery: The ability to recover is critical for embedded systems, which are subject to failures (e.g. a temporary loss of power). Microcontrollers should reboot
and restore their last conﬁguration quickly enough to
keep pace with conﬁguration evolutions of the overall
architecture.

3.2 Case study
We will use a smart building case study to validate Kevoree
on a set of heterogeneous nodes, including of course some
microcontrollers. Diﬀerent systems (relying on proprietary
devices and protocols) are usually deployed in buildings to
manage diﬀerent aspects of the building automation, in particular comfort (lighting, air conditioning, etc), safety and
security (smoke and ﬁre detection, sprinklers, etc). The degree of ﬂexibility oﬀered by a building automation system is
often very poor.
• These systems rely on ﬁxed topology of communication
channels. Sensors and actuators often need to be physically coupled, hindering any future reconﬁguration or
evolution of the system. For example, a motion sensor
will trigger all the lights of the corridor.
• The architecture is organized around a central server.
When the devices are not physically coupled, they usually communicate through a central server, to execute the event-driven rules that orchestrate the system. Even though updating these rules is possible, to
adapt the behavior of the system, this requires access
to the central server.
The goal of Kevoree is to seamlessly distribute both the
business logic and the dynamic adaptation capabilities on
heterogeneous nodes ranging from powerful servers, to tablets,
and to simple devices operated by microcontrollers. On a
day-to-day basis, this would allow users to conﬁgure and reconﬁgure their oﬃces on-the-ﬂy from a smartphone, (e.g. to
deﬁne a lighting environment according to the ambient luminosity, temperature, etc), while some other concerns would
be managed by a central server (e.g. to turn the cameras
on at night). In a crisis situation, this kind of seamless distribution would allow emergency services to cope with the
failure of some nodes. Firemen could still access the data
provided by low-level sensors, and compute meaningful context information on a tactical decision system despite the
loss of a nodes.

CPS relying on a large set of autonomous sensors have
cost and energy constraints that calls for cheap and powereﬃcient platforms able to run for long period of times with
minimum on-site maintenance (e.g., battery replacement).
This is particularly true in the environmental monitoring
domain: oﬀ-shore oil spills monitoring, ﬂood prediction [22],
air quality monitoring or radiation monitoring, for the following reasons2 :
1. Their simpliﬁed architecture is robust and predictable:
microcontrollers can operate by a wide range of temperature (typically -40 to 85 degrees Celcius), humidity, power supply, and have ﬁxed number of cycles to
execute a given operation.
2. Their energy needs (and generated heat) are very low:
An 8-bit microcontroller running at 32kHz typically
consumes less than 0,05W (less than 0,5W at 1MHz)

4.

2
See for example http://www.atmel.com/Images/doc2545.pdf
for detailed facts about microcontrollers
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DYNAMIC ADAPTATION FOR
MICROCONTROLLERS

This section describes how Kevoree concepts are mapped
to Arduino nodes. Arduino3 is an open-source hardware and
3

http://www.arduino.cc

• Periodic execution: the global scheduler periodically
invokes the local scheduler of each component instance
that has declared a periodic execution;
• Triggered execution: the global scheduler invokes the
local scheduler of each component that has a non empty
message queue.

software electronics prototyping platform based on an 8-bits
AVR microcontroller. Arduino boards can be connected to
a set of sensors and actuators and programmed in languages
from the C/C++ family. While we have chosen Arduino to
implement our µ-Kevoree approach, it can be applied easily
to other microcontroller families (PIC, ARM, etc).
Firmware implementations are often coded manually in C
using a trial and error process, with an intensive manual and
automated test-based validation. More advanced techniques
(such as the MDE techniques proposed by ThingML4 [15])
aim at generating static source code for microcontrollers.
Such techniques can easily be leveraged to generate the internal code of component, which is not the scope of Kevoree.
Microcontroller ﬁrmware puts a strong emphasis on resource
usage (such as memory, CPU and energy needs) and reliability: microcontrollers can run for long periods of time and
recover in case of power or connectivity loss. We acknowledge that these properties are critical, and the beneﬁts provided by dynamic adaptation capabilities should not jeopardize them. Our work aims at breaking the static nature
of code generation while preserving all beneﬁts of low level
code design.
To this aim our approach clearly separates structure and
behavior: component type behaviors are currently implemented manually in C or in the Wiring language, using state
of the art practice. One core contribution of our approach
is the deﬁnition of a proper abstraction system to automate
management of the adaptation logic of microcontrollers, by
making their business logic a separate concept. Moreover,
having a clear component structure with well deﬁned inputs
and outputs also eases testing at a more abstract level.

The global scheduler also periodically checks for external
messages related to dynamic adaptation, as described in the
next two sub-sections.

4.2 Firmware flash to handle major evolutions

4.1

µ-Kevoree
This sub-section describes how the main concepts of Kevoree
have been ported onto microcontrollers. µ-Kevoree is totally
aligned and compatible with the exiting Java and Android
versions.
Types. In Kevoree component types and channel types
encapsulate business logic; they are generated as C structures. Provided ports of component types are mapped to
methods, so that client components (which require ports of
the same type) can invoke these methods and eventually
push data. Kevoree properties that can be dynamically updated are simply mapped onto local variables contained by
this structure. A local scheduler prevents concurrent calls
on these variables. Required ports are generated as local
structures, which can optionally refer to a bound channel
instance. Similarly, channel types are generated as plain C
structure. Outgoing channel bindings are generated as an
internal array structure, enabling dynamic allocation and
storage of external provided ports references.
Asynchronous message passing. As in Kevoree’s implementations for Java and Android nodes, µ-Kevoree maps
each port and channel onto an actor. More precisely, a FIFO
queue is generated in front of each protected method. A
dispatcher (local to each component) is then in charge of
dispatching messages pushed on these queues to the correct
method. This local scheduler is driven by a global scheduler
described below.
Instance scheduler On each node a global instance scheduler is responsible for keeping its node in a consistent state
by applying the following balance strategy:
4

www.ThingML.net
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Flashing a microcontroller’s ﬁrmware and then rebooting the device is an easy way to implement adaptation of
a microcontroller node, by replacing the implementation
entirely. This adaptation technique is acceptable in some
speciﬁc and controlled contexts (initial production, on-site
maintenance, etc), since the device is physically connected
to a more powerful node using a communication link with
broad bandwidth (e.g. wired link). In this case, ﬂashing a
controller’s memory is rather safe (provided that the code
of the ﬁrmware is safe) and also reasonably fast: ﬂashing
the entire memory by uploading the new ﬁrmware and then
rebooting the device takes a few seconds only. However, this
technique is problematic when the devices are deployed remotely. Flashing the ﬁrmware over-the-air is a hazardous
manipulation: ﬁrmwares are typically bulk data (compared
to other data usually transmitted on wireless links) and communication errors are more likely to occur; this requires advanced protocols to cope with error handling. In practice,
this approach impacts signiﬁcantly the time needed to install
a new ﬁrmware.
Our approach limits ﬂashing the full ﬁrmware to cases
where new component types need to be deployed. In this
regard C-based microcontrollers do not provide the same
ﬂexibility than Java/OSGi nodes with respect to dynamic
provisioning and class loading. This is typically required for
the initial deployment of the system where all the planned
component types are provisioned, or for major evolutions of
the system (e.g. to handle a new type of device not foreseen
before the initial deployment). In all other cases such as
reconﬁgurations of component instances for instance, our
approach performs a partial ﬂash memory update.

4.3 Seamless dynamic adaptation of
microcontrollers
Following the principles of model@runtime, our dynamic
adaptation process is fully automated, saving designers from
writing low-level adaptation scripts or from entangling adaptation logic with business logic. Prior to any adaptation, all
necessary checks on the new conﬁguration are performed on
the target model. Since microcontroller nodes have limited
computational power, conﬁguration checks are performed on
more powerful, Java or Android based nodes. These checks
aim at detecting a mismatch between the planned conﬁguration and the physical hardware possibilities. After this
validation step, the conﬁguration is used as input for a generator algorithm, which computes a reconﬁguration script.
This script is then transmitted in a compact form to dependent microcontrollers. As communication errors are frequent
in wireless sensors networks, we avoid problematic microcontroller states inconsistencies by implementing a roll-back
based recovery mechanism.
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applications execution time.
Volatile memory usage (RAM): amount of RAM memory dedicated to dynamic allocation of component instances,
channels, and bindings. This metrics thus inﬂuences the
maximum number of component instances, channels and
bindings that a microcontroller can manage.
Persistent memory usage: amount of persistent memory
used to store reconﬁguration scripts and impact of storage
strategy on memory life time. Persistent memory types such
as the EEPROM embedded in the 8 bits AVR have a limited number of write cycles certiﬁed for each byte, thereby
limiting the amount of storable data.
Recovery reboot delay: time needed by the microcontroller to reboot and restore its last conﬁguration, after a
crash or a loss of power.
We have used realistic conﬁgurations to assess our approach and evaluate the overhead induced by our dynamic
component-based platform for microcontrollers, compared
with static conﬁgurations that are updated by ﬂashing the
whole memory. All experiments were done using the Kevoree
Arduino node implementation 6 running on an Arduino
board with an ATMEL AVR 328P microcontroller. This
processor embeds 32 KB of ﬂash memory for storing programs, 2 KB of RAM memory and 1 KB of EEPROM. A
ﬂash-type memory (microSD) connected via an SPI bus was
also used as persistent memory to assess the impact of memory type on results.
The following subsections show our speciﬁc experimental
protocol and results, while the last subsection will present
an industrial use case to validate the seamless integration of
µKevoree devices in an existing dynamic architecture.

5.1

Figure 2: Experiment raw results7

Downtime: How long does an adaptation
freeze business logic?

Experimental setup. In this experiment we setup ﬁve
diﬀerent conﬁgurations, similar to the ones presented in the
case study (building automation). The corresponding Kevoree
models used diﬀerent numbers of instances to simulate changes
between the conﬁguration used at night and a personalized
conﬁguration used during the day. More details on these
models are available here 6 . In a nutshell, these models
were conﬁgured with 4 nodes, hosting 0 to 10 instances each.
Instances are implemented in C, with 30 lines of code each
on average.
In a ﬁrst step we generated the ﬁrmware of our test microcontroller, with code containing all type deﬁnitions used
in this experiment. This step therefore includes code generation, compilation and writing into ﬂash memory. Moreover, the generated code is automatically instrumented with
probes to measure downtime and memory use (EEPROM
and SDRAM). This step was repeated delayed of 100 ms
with a new conﬁguration that is chosen randomly; each new
conﬁguration was dynamically installed to replace the current running conﬁguration. This random reconﬁguration
step was repeated 500 times. Figure 2 plots the raw data
collected in this experiment. The plot on top shows that the
RAM usage is constant. The second plot shows the downtime per reconﬁguration, and third and bottom plots show
downtime and script size respectively.

6

http://goo.gl/Xl2z9
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Experimental results and analysis. Deploying a conﬁguration by ﬂashing the whole ﬁrmware is very costly: the
downtime to deploy the initial conﬁguration is 12.208 seconds. This high value comes mainly from the long transfer
time of a full ﬁrmware but also from the time taken by the
default boot loader to perform a full restart of the microcontroller. This value varies in a range of +/-2 seconds.
Results of this ﬁrst experiment highlight that the size of
the reconﬁguration script is highly correlated with the downtime time: the Spearman correlation coeﬃcient observed between script size and downtime is higher than 0.9. In addition, the compression algorithm used to decrease the script
size in EEPROM has also an impact on downtime. We observed that the execution of this task is directly correlated
with higher values of downtimes. This is discussed in the
next subsection.
After 500 cycles of reconﬁguration we measured the following extrema and mean values:
• minimum downtime of 58 ms, 210 (i.e. 12208 / 58 )
times faster than static ﬂashing;
• maximum downtime of 916 ms, 14 (i.e. 12208 / 916)
times faster than static ﬂashing;
• mean downtime of 235 ms, 52 (12208 / 235) times
faster than static ﬂashing.
We used a distribution by percentiles graph for downtime
values to better analyze these data, as shown in the following
table.
Percentile(%)
Downtime (ms)

0
58

5
59

25
139

50
221

75
248

95
398

100
916

The graph in Figure 3 clearly shows that the downtime
values are clustered around 220 ms. 95% of the values are below 400 ms and 75% are below 250 ms. Then, only 5% of the
values are above the 400 ms, which is explained by the EEPROM compression step. The lazy compression strategy allows us to limit the number of peaks and keep the maximum
value around 200 ms. The highest values for the downtime
are systematically linked to a reduction of the EEPROM size
(caused by the compression routine). We observed 32 compressions of the EEPROM during the 500 reconﬁgurations
i.e., 6.4% of the reconﬁgurations trigger a compression so
that they can be completely stored into the EEPROM. The
maximum value of these 32 downtime peaks is 916 ms, the
minimum is 218 ms and the mean value is 580.815 ms. This
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Figure 3: Flash RAM percentile downtime distribution (in ms)

Figure 4: SDRAM capacity experiment

mean value is signiﬁcantly higher than the mean value of the
whole set of 500 reconﬁgurations (234.682 ms).
Probes also monitored SDRAM during this experiment.
Neither memory leaks nor memory fragmentation occurred.
Although the SDRAM is stable, it is necessary to check that
the overhead induced by the framework actually allows for
the dynamic creation of a realistically high number of instances, to match concrete use case needs. Our next experiment aimed at evaluating the capacity (in terms of dynamic
instances) of our test microcontroller.

the count of devices controlled by one single microcontroller
is approximately equal to the number of pins they have. In
addition, microcontrollers should be able to run some code
to orchestrate these devices and perform some computation.
Kevoree is able to manage 25 instances (both for wrapping
physical devices and for deﬁning some orchestration) on our
test microcontroller (22 pins). Despite a memory overhead,
our approach is compatible with current practices.
Experiments results and analysis with a different
setup. In this setup we used an ATMEL 2560 (4 KB of
SDRAM) as our test microcontroller. The AVR 2560 accepts a load of 100 instances i.e. an improvement of+300%
instances with +300% SDRAM. Again, the number of instances is larger than the number of pins (80) of the AVR
2560.

Experimental results and analysis with a different
setup. We used the same protocol of 500 iterations, but we
replaced the EEPROM with a 2 GB external ﬂash memory
(SD card), connected on an SPI bus. This experience is
repeated twice: with only 1kb (same size as EEPROM),
and with 16kb; results are shown in the following table.
Percentile(%)
DowntimeSD 1K(ms)
DowntimeSD 16K(ms)

0
63
35

5
88
56

5.3 Persistent memory usage:
How many certified reconfigurations?

25
50
75
95
100
129 176 229 324 529
117 145 197 297 314

Experimental setup. We used the setup of Section 5.1.

Flash memory has a longer initialization time, which explains that the lowest values for the ﬂash experiment are
higher than the lowest value in the EEPROM experiment.
However, writing speed of ﬂash memory is high, resulting in
a homogenization of downtime, which is under 200 ms most
of the time. One can notice that the large increase of persistent memory (16 kb) clips the downtime peaks and therefore
improves average downtime value. However this does not
change the distribution of main values signiﬁcantly.

5.2

Experimental result and analysis. We observed that
500/32 = 15.625 reconﬁgurations can happen before the
EEPROM (1 KB) is full, requiring a compaction using a
new initial state. As for Solid State Disk [2], write operations to EEPROM should to be distributed throughout the
memory in order to distribute wear. Our algorithm writes
every byte before computing a new initial state. Each byte
of this memory is certiﬁed for 100,000 writes 7 . Therefore
if we assume 100 reconﬁgurations every day (which is much
more than what is needed in most case studies), each byte
of the EEPROM will be written 6.4 times a day on average, ensuring 15,625 days (i.e. about 43 years) of certiﬁed
lifetime for the EEPROM.

Volatile memory usage:
how many instances?

Experimental setup. The purpose of this experiment
was to precisely determine the maximum number of instances
that can ﬁt into the SDRAM. An initial conﬁguration was
created with three instances: a timer, a switch and a default
channel. Every 100 ms, the conﬁguration was expanded by
adding a new switch instance. Probes were injected to monitor the SDRAM.

Experiments results and analysis with a different
setup.
In average, we can serialize the reconﬁguration scripts of
our experiment using 16 bytes. Since our algorithm ensures
that every byte is written before the memory needs to be
compressed, we can use the reasoning of the previous paragraph to compute the lifetime with a larger memory.

Experimental results and analysis.
Figure 4 shows that SDRAM memory is full after 22 cycles, i.e. our test microcontroller can manage 25 instances
(the 3 initial ones plus 22 additional instances). In practice,
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ure is more important. The benchmark developed in this approach can be useful to determine empirically which memory
setup to use.
However, using an external memory signiﬁcantly increases
the price of such a platform. In addition, ensuring atomicity of reconﬁgurations is more diﬃcult because of the asynchrony of transfer protocols. Existing protocols for interaction with SD cards (like MMC) are not suitable for storing reconﬁguration scripts. More precisely, these scripts are
much shorter (around 25 bytes in our experiments) than the
minimum frame size (512 bytes) required by these protocols,
and this leads to a signiﬁcant overhead. In practice, most
embedded devices combine EEPROM and ﬂash memories.
Kevoree allows designers to combine diﬀerent memory types
for diﬀerent purposes.
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µ-Kevoree overhead. Our framework adds several overhead sources, especially for the management of dynamic instance creation of components and channels. In order to
quantify overhead, we measured volatile and program memory sizes on an HelloWorld program, using plain C and a
Kevoree ﬁrmware setup on a 328P AVR microcontroller.
The plain C version left 1842 free bytes after boot sequence,
while the Kevoree version left 1604 bytes free. This represents an overhead about 11% of the total available RAM
(242 bytes out of 2048). The plain C version used 2.3 KB of
ﬁrmware memory, while the Kevoree use was 7.3 KB, giving
an overhead of about 15% of the total 32kb available. The
impact of Kevoree scheduler on processing cycles is highly
program dependent, and we are currently experimenting further to compute this overhead.
Our synchronization and communication layer introduced
an overhead under 15% on both memories, which is an acceptable value in the case of our IoT application. However,
this impact should be evaluated in more depth for hard realtime applications, with a special attention to components
needs in terms of processing cycles.

EEPROM size (byte)

Figure 5: Persistent memory size boot time influence

5.4

Recovery reboot delay:
How long to recover?

Experimental setup. This experiment used the conﬁguration set described in Section 5.1, with only 50 cycles
of reconﬁguration performed every 2 seconds. The microcontroller was physically rebooted between each reconﬁguration, and a new probe was inserted to measure the conﬁguration restore time the after booting.
Experimental results and analysis.
Figure 5 displays the results of this second experiment.
It appears that in the worst case with this AVR product
(when the 1 KB EEPROM memory is almost full) the boot
time is approximately 15 ms. In the best case (EEPROM
almost empty) the boot time is approximately 3 to 4 ms.
This value is mainly due to the slow read speed of the EEPROM embedded in the AVR. However, the time to restore
a conﬁguration is reasonable for most use cases, even in the
worst case. We can therefore infer that the script size in
EEPROM has a small impact on boot time with respect to
save time. Therefore the best strategy is to use all available
memory.

6.

Experimental results and analysis with a different
setup.
We used the same setup, but we replaced the EEPROM
with a ﬂash memory (1 KB and 16 KB). Using SD memory
instead of EEPROM implies a longer boot time. We noticed
a coeﬃcient value of 0.012 for the EEPROM, and of 0.023
for the SD. This comes from the extra computation needed
to read and write SD card. Unlike the EEPROM, the communication bus to access the SD ﬂash is external to the microcontroller. The initialization time taken by ﬂash memory
conﬁguration is linearly distributed to the limit of 16 KB.
Above this size, the initialization time becomes greater than
360 ms. This is signiﬁcantly higher than the reconﬁguration
time.

5.5

RELATED WORK

Software architecture aims at reducing complexity through
abstraction and separation of concerns by providing a common understanding of component, connector and conﬁguration [10, 21, 32]. One of the remaining challenges, strengthened by the Future Internet and CPS [24], is to properly
manage dynamic architectures. SCA 8 is a standard that
highlights modular software architecture concepts. It provides a model for composing applications that follow ServiceOriented Architecture principles. Frascati [29] is a SCA runtime that allows developing highly conﬁgurable applications.
However, SCA focuses on rather heavy nodes typically able
to run a JVM whereas µ-Kevoree also manages the dynamic
adaptation of microcontroller-based systems, in addition to
Java nodes, with a contained overhead.
Many approaches have highlighted the need for dynamic
architectures to implement pervasive computing. A common
approach consists in building a middleware to hide the heterogeneity of networks, hardware, operating systems, and
programming languages.Rellermeyer et al. [26] for example
provides an architecture for ﬂexible interaction with electronic devices. Based on OSGi to implement a dynamic
module system, their approach provides an abstraction layer

Discussion

The choice of persistent memory type and size depends
on the use case needs. In some cases, there is a real need for
traceability, and the history of the system should be kept
e.g., for post mortem analysis in case of failure. In other
cases, performance of adaptation and boot time after a fail-
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these approaches, Fleurey et al. [15] present an approach
based on state machines and an adaptation model to derive
adaptive ﬁrmwares for microcontrollers. The approach relies
on automatically enumerating conﬁgurations by exploring a
set of adaptation rules deﬁned at design time and compiling the resulting state-machine (which merges the business
logic and the adaptation logic) into an optimized, yet static,
ﬁrmware. In [17], Hoﬁg et al. highlight the use of models@runtime for resource-constrained devices. They provide
a UML state machine interpreter for AVR microcontrollers
and compare the performance overhead with static code
generation: model@runtime interpretation is adequate for
the majority of situations, except when dealing with highthroughput or delay-sensitive data. Inﬂuenced by these approaches, Kevoree leverages models@runtime for microcontrollers and proposes new mechanisms to support dynamic
reconﬁgurations and to select between them at runtime.

for device independence. Their architecture has the following non-functional beneﬁts: scalability and ease of administration, ﬂexibility, security, and eﬃciency. In a similar vein
Escoﬃer et al. proposed iPOJO [13], a service component
runtime that simpliﬁes the development of OSGi applications. iPOJO has mainly been used in home-automation to
implement service-oriented pervasive applications [7]. AutoHome is a middleware that extends the iPOJO component model, to create a framework to host autonomic home
applications. Gaı̈a [27] is a CORBA-based meta-operating
system for ubiquitous computing, built on top of a classical operating system aimint at abstracting the heterogeneity and complexity associated with ubiquitous environments.
Olympus [25] proposes a high-level DSL to ease the development of Gaı̈a applications. Cassou et al. [9] proposes a
generative programming approach to provide programming,
execution and simulation support dedicated to the pervasive
computing domain. They also demonstrate how abstraction
can help to guide and verify the development of pervasive
applications. Again, all these approaches rely on a reconﬁgurable middleware (often OSGi-based), and this restricts
their deployment to powerful nodes, e.g. powerful enough to
run a Java virtual machine. Our goal is to provide the same
level of abstraction to develop pervasive and adaptive applications for powerful nodes and also for resource-constrained
devices.
Several approaches have shown the beneﬁts of using Model
Driven Engineering (MDE) to design and reconﬁgure pervasive applications. Model-based approaches such as Matlab 9 , Charon [3], UMLh [8], HyRoom [31], Masachio[16],
Mechatronic UML [28], HyVisual [12], or SysML 10 propose
a model to code development process with veriﬁcation techniques to design modular embedded systems. However, none
of these approaches support dynamic adaptation of a running system without ﬁrst designing the adaptation at a business level. This, in practice, signiﬁcantly reduces the number of conﬁgurations these approaches can manage. Indeed,
these approaches provide no means to manage the combinatorial explosion of the number of conﬁgurations typically
encountered in CPS: all conﬁgurations need to be explicitly
designed.
Several approaches have shown the need of dynamic reconﬁguration capabilities for embedded systems. Reconﬁgurable intelligent sensors are now able to confront major
challenges in the design of cost-eﬀective, energy-eﬃcient,
customizable systems, for example in the domain of health
monitoring systems adaptable to individual users [19], or in
the domain of operating system kernels [5]. Run-time reconﬁguration can be achieved through programmable logic reconﬁguration and/or software adaptation. In the ﬁrst case,
reconﬁgurable System on Chips [30] are a promising solution. To support software adaptation of embedded software,
other works reuse a software architecture-based approach to
the construction of embedded systems. For example, The
Koala model [32], used for embedded software, allows late
binding of reusable components with no additional overhead.
Think [14] deﬁnes a component-based framework to support
diﬀerent mechanisms for dynamic reconﬁguration and to select between them at build time, with no changes in operating system and application components. Diﬀerent from
9
10

7.

CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

This paper presented µ-Kevoree, which pushes dynamicity and elasticity concerns directly into resource-constrained
devices, based on the notion of models@runtime. This modeling layer that micro-controllers expose at runtime, enables
the eﬃcient and safe reasoning (by other Kevoree nodes:
Java or Android) to adapt microcontroller-based nodes. In
particular, this paper focused on the challenges met when
mapping Kevoree and models@runtime features to low power
microcontrollers, and on the required tradeoﬀs because of
the stringent resource constraints.
This new version of Kevoree has been thoroughly evaluated with benchmarks in order to assess its usability in realistic setups. Despite an overhead with respect to static (non
adaptive) code, these benchmarks have shown that 75% of
the transactional reconﬁgurations can be performed in less
than 250 ms, which is an acceptable value in many case studies. This is deﬁnitely faster (by a factor of almost 50) than a
full memory rewrite of the ﬁrmware. Also, these benchmarks
have shown that the time needed to reboot a microcontroller
and restore its previous conﬁguration is a linear function of
the script size. For example, booting using a 1 kB EEPROM
memory takes between 3 to 15 ms, while this memory size
is large enough to store the script of 15 successive reconﬁgurations before needing compaction. Finally, the benchmarks
have shown that Kevoree enables the deployment of software
component instances in a number greater than the available
pin count on the microcontroller. It is therefore possible to
bind a software component to each physical device controlled
by the microcontroller, and to deploy an extra component
to coordinate these components.
In the future, we will improve the reliability of reconﬁgurations by making the computation of the initial state step
transactional (compression of the persistent memory) e.g.,
and by exploiting a circular rolling buﬀer on the persistent
memory. Our scheduling algorithm is another area for improvement. Based on existing opportunistic garbage collectors (e.g. Java) we will leverage the computational cycles
not used by hosted components to trigger the compression
of the persistent memory in a lazy way, rather than waiting
for a “memory full” event. We will also investigate further
optimizations to reduce the memory consumption and the
energy consumption. Finally we are planning to integrate
simple reasoners in microcontrollers driven by µ-Kevoree so
that they can operate in a fully autonomous mode, with no
need to delegate the reasoning to a larger node.

www.mathworks.com/products/matlab/
http://www.sysml.org/
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